WE DRILL SQUARE HOLES... AND MUCH MORE!

POLIANGOLAR®
it is the solution to your broaching problems

POLIKEY®
it is the solution to your slotting problems

POLIANGOLAR®

WHAT IT DOES: Poliangolar is a rotary motion device suitable to machine blind or through holes and external profiles with regular and irregular polygonal sections. In addition to the standard profiles, (such as hexagons, squares and Torx) our toolholders are used to produce special serrations, involute and toothed splines as per DIN 5490 - DIN 5481 - DIN5482, SAE J500, ANSI B 92 1st 1976 CUNA etc. Poliangolar is able to machine steel, aluminium, stainless steel, brass, titanium, bronze, plastic, and other alloys.

ON WHAT MACHINES: Our toolholders can be installed on any machine tools, traditional, CNC lathe and transfer. Our equipments are suitable both for large companies and small workshops.

POLIKEY®

WHAT IT DOES: Polikey is an equipment suitable to the production of slots, keyways from mm.3 to mm.14, lubrication grooves, to blind or through holes, to deep holes and small diameters.

ON WHAT MACHINES: It can be installed on conventional machine tools (manual lathe or drilling machine). Being a manual device, it does not need an automatic motion. For this reason, it is mainly used for repairs, maintenance or where is requested to perform single pieces or small series.

For further information, please apply to our web site www.poliangolar.com - internationa@poliangolar.com
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